CUAJ is looking for its next Editor-in-Chief (EIC).

With Dr. Robert Siemens’ second and final mandate as the CUAJ EIC coming to an end in 2020, the journal is looking for someone to continue the tradition of excellence that he, and his predecessor, Dr. Laurence Klotz, established for the journal during their successful tenures.

The highly regarded EIC position is appointed by the CUA Executive Board after a call for applications, as outlined by the CUA subcommittee (consisting of the CUA president, three unanimously appointed CUAJ Editorial Board members, the CUA secretary, and the CUA Vice President of the Office of Education).

**Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:**

- Managerial oversight and direction with respect to journal’s function and staff (Managing Editor, Advertising Manager)
- Appointing new members to the Editorial Board and assessing performance of Editorial Board members at regular intervals
- Ensuring the journal adheres to the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) Code of Conduct and Best Practices for Journal Editors
- Regularly reviewing the journal’s budget
- Preparing and presenting biannual reports for the CUA Executive (January and June)
- Writing the editorial for CUAJ’s print issues (6) and appointing writers for guest editorials, where appropriate
- Ensuring there is a balance of articles in the journal covering various urological topics
- Suggesting commentary authors for each print issue (6)
- Reviewing the cover for each print issue (6)
- Determining any fast-track articles (articles to move up the queue)
- Resolving any editorial conflicts/appeals (re: final decision, plagiarism, ethics, etc.), with the assistance of the Managing Editor and Associate Editor(s), as needed
- Regularly communicating with the CUAJ Editorial Board in terms of surveys, reports, etc., with the support of the Managing Editor

Applicants should have a strong scholarly track record, extensive review and editorial experience, and exceptional verbal and written communication skills.

Interested parties can submit a CV and a letter outlining their vision for the journal directly to the CUAJ Managing Editor at adriana.modica@cua.org. The application deadline is May 24, 2019.